
Chapter 514B, Developer’s Annual Report—Avoiding Common Errors 

The Hawaii Real Estate Commission (“Commission”) oversees the application and review process for the     
registration of condominiums for initial sale. Part of this process requires developers to file a Developer’s    
Annual Report which is an annual reminder to both the Commission and developer of any changes. The          
Commission has produced this quick guide to assist developers and their agents in avoiding common          
mistakes in filling out a Developer’s Annual Report.  
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Frequently Asked Questions: 
 

What is a developer’s annual report and why do developers have to submit it? 

§514B-58, Hawaii Revised Statutes, mandates that developers file a developer’s annual report until all units 

in the project undergo a bonafide sale. The report serves as a reminder to the developer to update the 

developer’s public report for any material and pertinent changes.  

At the time of sale, developers may have forgotten about non-visible changes to the property, such as        

modifications to easement rights, view plane building restrictions, or bylaws governing commercial and pet 

practices, which may materially impact the value and usage of a unit to a buyer. The developer’s annual 

report serves to remind developers to promptly update their developer’s public reports as those changes 

occur. These continuous updates help to protect the developer from accusations of fraud and omission in a 

later sale by providing an up-to-date and standardized disclosure document to buyers. 

What are the current fees? 

The current fee for the developer’s annual report is $50, payable by check. 

When do I submit my developer’s annual report? 

A developer’s annual report is due thirty days prior to the anniversary of the most recent developer’s public 
report, amended report, or amendment.  

Do I fill out one form per unit? Do I pay for each unit? 

The developer’s annual report covers all unsold units within the registration. Only file one report per 

registration per year and include one check of $50 that covers the entire registration. 

Where do I submit my developer’s annual report? 

Mail to Hawaii Real Estate Commission, 335 Merchant Street, Room 333, Honolulu, Hawaii 96813.  

Do the changes I report on the annual report update my developer’s public report? 

No. Any changes to the developer’s public report must be done through a required amended or amendment, 
which have their own separate processes and forms. Therefore, do not attach the updated documents or the 
changed pages to the developer’s public report.  

If I submit an amended or amendment prior to the 30 days anniversary do I still have to file an annual       
report? 

No. The amended or amendment will satisfy the annual report requirements for that year.   
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Frequently Asked Questions Continued: 

 

Do I report selling a unit as a change? 

No. Selling a unit is not reported as a change until all units are sold. Developers may report individual unit 
sales, but it is not required, nor do such sales by themselves require the filing of an amendment or an 
amended report.  

I sold all the units, what do I do now? 

Check the box “Initial sales of all units have been completed.” This will be your final annual report as once all 
initial developer sales of all units have been completed, the developer has no further reporting obligations.  

I sold some units and the new owners made changes. Do I report those? 

A developer is not responsible for the changes made to units that have been sold, unless those changes 
impact the unsold units and/or the common elements.  

I missed a few years of annual reports. What do I do? 

Submit one annual report for the current year that incorporates all of the changes, if any. Do not submit a 
report for each year you missed. Include the payments for the missed years in your current check and 
provide a letter noting the included late amounts. Being delinquent on filing developer’s annual reports does 
not prohibit a legal sale by the developer. 

  

 



Select the relevant 

changes to the 

information in the 

developer’s public 

report, if any. 

Periodically check the 

Real Estate Branch’s 

website to ensure you’re 

on the most recent 

form. Older forms will be 

rejected. 7/6/2012 is the 

current form. 

List the changes to the 

report, but do not        

submit the updated   

pages of the developer’s 

public report or the       

updated supporting               

documents.* 

* If there are pertinent and/or material changes, those changes must be additionally reported on 

an amendment or amended developer’s public report. 



If there are multiple  

developers, have each 

developer sign their own 

form, or attach a        

multiple signature page. 

Do not modify the form. 


